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ABSTRACT. Consider the classical online scheduling problem where jobs that arrive one by one are assigned to identical
parallel machines with the objective of minimizing the makespan. We generalize this problem by allowing the current
assignment to be changed whenever a new job arrives, subject to the constraint that the total size of moved jobs is
bounded by β times the size of the arriving job.
Our main result is a linear time ‘online approximation scheme’, that is, a family of online algorithms with competitive
ratio 1 +  and constant migration factor β(), for any fixed  > 0. This result is of particular importance if considered
in the context of sensitivity analysis: While a newly arriving job may force a complete change of the entire structure of
an optimal schedule, only very limited ‘local’ changes suffice to preserve near-optimal solutions. We believe that this
concept will find wide application in its own right.
We also present simple deterministic online algorithms with migration factors β = 2 and β = 4/3, respectively.
Their competitive ratio 3/2 beats the lower bound on the performance of any online algorithm in the classical setting
without migration. We also present improved algorithms and similar results for closely related problems. In particular,
there is a short discussion of corresponding results for the objective to maximize the minimum load of a machine. The
latter problem has an application for configuring storage servers that was the original motivation for this work.
1. INTRODUCTION
A classical scheduling problem. One of the most fundamental scheduling problems asks for an assignment of jobs
tom identical parallel machines so as to minimize the makespan. (The makespan is the completion time of the last
job that finishes in the schedule; it also equals the maximum machine load.) In the standard classification scheme
of Graham, Lawler, Lenstra, & Rinnooy Kan [13], this scheduling problem is denoted by P | |Cmax and it is well
known to be strongly NP-hard [10].
The offline variant of this problem assumes that all jobs are known in advance whereas in the online variant the
jobs are incrementally revealed by an adversary and the online algorithm can only choose the machine for the new
job without being allowed to move other jobs. Note that dropping this radical constraint on the online algorithm
yields the offline situation.
A new online scheduling paradigm. We study a natural generalization of both offline and online problems. Jobs
arrive incrementally but, upon arrival of a new job j, we are allowed to migrate some previous jobs to other
machines. The total size of the migrated jobs however must be bounded by βpj where pj is the size of the new job.
For migration factor β = 0 we get the online setting and for β =∞ we get the offline setting.
Approximation algorithms. For an offline optimization problem, an approximation algorithm efficiently (in poly-
nomial time) constructs schedules whose values are within a constant factor α ≥ 1 of the optimum solution value.
The number α is called performance guarantee or performance ratio of the approximation algorithm. A family
of polynomial time approximation algorithms with performance guarantee 1 +  for all fixed  > 0 is called a
polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS).
Competitive analysis. In a similar way, competitive analysis evaluates solutions computed in the online setting.
An online algorithm achieves competitive ratio α ≥ 1 if it always maintains solutions whose objective values are
within a factor α of the offline optimum. Here, in contrast to offline approximation results, the achievable values α
are not determined by limited computing power but by the apparent lack of information about parts of the input that
will only be revealed in the future. As a consequence, for all interesting classical online problems it is rather easy
to come up with lower bounds that create a gap between the best possible competitive ratio α and 1. In particular,
it is usually impossible to construct a family of (1 + )-competitive online algorithms for such problems.
2. RELATED WORK
For the online machine scheduling problem, Graham’s list scheduling algorithm keeps the makespan within a
factor 2− 1/m of the offline optimum [11]: Schedule a newly arriving job on the least loaded machine. It can also
easily be seen that this bound is tight: adversarial sequence consists ofm(m− 1) jobs of size 1m followed by one
job of size 1. The optimal makespan in this case is 1.
For the offline setting, Graham showed three years later that sorting the jobs in the order of non-increasing
size before feeding them to the list scheduling algorithm yields an approximation algorithm with performance
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ratio 4/3−1/(3m) [12]. Later, exploiting the relationship between the machine scheduling problem under consid-
eration and the binpacking problem, algorithms with improved approximation ratios have been obtained in a series
of works [7, 9, 17].
Finally, polynomial time approximation schemes for a constant number of machines and for an arbitrary number
of machines are given in [12, 21] and by Hochbaum & Shmoys [15], respectively. The latter PTAS partitions jobs
into large and small jobs. The sizes of large jobs are rounded such that an optimum schedule for the rounded jobs
can be obtained via dynamic programming. The small jobs are then added greedily using Graham’s list scheduling
algorithm. This approach can be refined to an algorithm with linear running time (see, e.g., [14]): replace the
dynamic program with an integer linear program on a fixed number of variables and constraints which can be
solved in constant time [18].
In a series of papers, increasingly complicated online algorithms with better and better competitive ratios beating
the Graham bound 2 have been developed [5, 16, 1]. The best result known to date is a 1.9201-competitive
algorithm due to Fleischer and Wahl [8]. The best lower bound 1.88 on the competitive ratio of any deterministic
online algorithm currently known is due to Rudin [20]. For randomized online algorithms there is a lower bound
of e/(e − 1) ≈ 1.58 [6, 23]. For more results on online algorithms for scheduling we refer to the recent survey
articles by Albers [2] and Sgall [24].
Strategies that reassign jobs were studied in the context of online load balancing, jobs arrive in and depart from a
system ofm machines online and the scheduler has to assign each incoming job to one of the machines. Deviating
from the usual approach of comparing against the optimal peak load seen so far, Westbrook [25] introduced the
notion of competitiveness against current load: An algorithm is α–competitive if after every round the makespan
is within α factor of the optimal makespan for the current set of jobs. Each incoming job u has size pu and
reassignment cost ru. For a job, the reassignment cost has to be paid for its initial assignment and then every time
it is reassigned. Observe that the optimal strategy has to pay this cost once for each job for its initial assignment.
Thus the optimal (re)assignment cost S is simply the sum of reassignment costs of all jobs scheduled till now.
Westbrook showed a 6-competitive strategy for identical machines with reassignment cost 3S for proportional
reassignments, i.e., ru is proportional to pu, and 2S for unit reassignments, i.e., ru = 1 for all jobs. Later Andrews
et al. [3] improved it to 3.5981 with the same reassignment factors. They also showed 3 +  and 2 +  competitive
strategies respectively for the proportional and unit case, the reassignment factor depending only on . For arbitrary
reassignment costs they achieve 3.5981 competitiveness with 6.8285 reassignment factor. They also present a 32–
competitive strategy with constant reassignment factor for related machines. Job deletions is an aspect that we
do not consider in our work, our focus is primarily on achieving competitive ratios close to 1. Our results can
also be interpreted in this framework of online load balancing, with proportional reassignments and without job
deletions. We show strategies with better competitive ratios, at the same time achieving reassignment factor strictly
less than three. We also show (1 + )–competitive strategies, for any  > 0, with constant reassignment factor
f(). Our results are also stronger in the sense that a strategy with reassignment factor β ensures that when a job
u arrives, the total reassignment cost incurred (for scheduling it) is at most βru. This is different from the more
relaxed constraint that after t rounds, the total reassignment cost incurred is at most β
∑
ru (summing over all jobs
seen till round t). Most of our strategies are robust, they convert any α–competitive schedule to an α–competitive
schedule after assigning the newly arrived job, whereas in [25, 3] it is required that the schedule so far is carefully
constructed in order to ensure the competitiveness after assigning/deleting a job in the next round.
3. OUR CONTRIBUTION
We describe a simple online algorithm which achieves approximation ratio 3/2 using a moderate migration
factor β = 2. Notice that already this result beats the lower bound 1.88 (1.58) on the competitive ratio of any
classical (randomized) online algorithm without migration. Using a more sophisticated analysis, the migration
factor can be decreased to 4/3 while maintaining competitive ratio 3/2. On the other hand we show that our
approach does not allow for migration factor 1 and competitive ratio 3/2. Furthermore, an improved competitive
ratio 4/3 can be achieved with migration factor 4. For two machines, we can achieve competitive ratio 7/6 with a
migration factor of one. This ratio is tight for migration factor one.
As our main result, we present a family of online algorithms with competitive ratio 1+  and constant migration
factor β(), for any fixed  > 0. On the negative side, no constant migration factor suffices to maintain competitive
ratio one, i.e., optimality. We provide interpretations of these results in several different contexts:
• Online algorithms. Online scheduling with bounded job migration is a relaxation of the classical online
paradigm. Obviously, there is a tradeoff between the desire for high quality solutions and the requirement
to compute them online, that is, to deal with a lack of information. Our result can be interpreted in terms
of the corresponding tradeoff curve: Any desired quality can be guaranteed while relaxing the online
paradigm only moderately by allowing for a constant migration factor.
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• Sensitivity analysis. Given an optimum solution to an instance of an optimization problem and a slightly
modified instance, can the given solution be turned into an optimum solution for the modified instance
without changing the solution too much? This is the impelling question in sensitivity analysis. As indi-
cated above, for the scheduling problem under consideration one has to answer in the negative. Already
one additional job can change the entire structure of an optimum schedule. However, our result implies
that the answer is positive if we only require near-optimum solutions.
• Approximation results. Our result yields a new PTAS for the scheduling problem under consideration.
Due to its online background, this PTAS constructs the solution incrementally. That is, it reads the input
little by little always maintaining a (1 + )-approximate solution. Indeed, it follows from the analysis of
the algorithm that every update only takes constant time. In particular, the overall running time is linear
and thus matches the previously best known approximation result.
We believe that each of these interpretations constitutes an interesting motivation for results like the one we present
here in its own right and can therefore lead to interesting results for many other optimization problems.
The underlying details of the presented online approximation scheme have the same roots as the original PTAS
by Hochbaum & Shmoys [15] and its refinements [14]. We distinguish between small and large jobs; a job is
called large if its size is of the same order of magnitude as the optimum makespan. Since this optimum can change
when a new job arrives, the classification of jobs must be updated dynamically. The size of every large job is
rounded such that the problem of computing an optimum schedule for the subset of large jobs can be formulated
as an integer linear program of constant size. A newly arriving job causes a small change in the right hand side of
this program. This enables us to use results from sensitivity analysis of integer programs in order to prove that the
schedule of large jobs needs to be changed only slightly. Our PTAS is very simple, it uses only this structural result
and does not use any algorithms from integer programming theory. For a detailed account of linear and integer
programming theory we refer to the books [22, 19].
An application of bounded migration occurs in the context of configuring storage servers. This was the original
motivation for our work. In this application, the objective is to maximize the minimum load. It is well-known [4]
that any online deterministic algorithm for this machine covering problem has competitive ratio at least m (the
number of machines). There is also a lower bound of Ω(
√
m) for any randomized online algorithm. We develop a
simple deterministic online strategy which is 2-competitive already for migration factor β = 1.
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